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III. STYLE
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Abbreviations. No full points should be used with abbreviations.


Numerals below 10 should be spelt out.

Spelling. Except in quoted matter English spelling should be used (labour, not labor). Use -ise (not -ize); judgment (not judgement); ius (not jus; ie Latin i not j).

Italics. The following should be italicised:

- Case names.
- Latin (and other foreign) words and phrases.
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Latin abbreviations should not be italicised: cf, eg, ibid, ie, loc cit, op cit.
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IV. REFERENCES–GENERAL

The full reference should be given at first mention using the styles indicted below.

Ibid is used to refer to the same work in a consecutive footnote.

For cross-references: use ‘See note 7 above/below’ rather than ‘supra/infra note 7’.

References to a specific page and paragraph references: use ‘p’ (or ‘para’) followed by the number. For references to page extents use ‘pp xx–yy’.
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Cite the author’s initials and surname followed by a comma and then the title of the book in italics followed by the publication information. The publication information should be within brackets and include the publisher and the year of publication. If the work cited is a specific edition of a book, the title of the book should be followed by a comma and then the particular edition of the book, followed by the publication information.


B. Edited Books
C. Chapters in Edited Books

Cite the initials of the author and surname followed by the title of the chapter between single quotes followed by ‘in’ and then the editors, book title and publication details in the format described for edited books.


D. Journal Articles

Cite the initials of the author and surname followed by the title of the article between single quotes followed by the year between brackets followed by the volume number and then the issue number between brackets followed by the journal title in italics followed by the first page number.
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A. Judgments of the Court of Justice of the European Union

The Yearbook uses the new European Case Law Identifier method of citation for judgments of the Court of Justice, the General Court and the Civil Service Tribunal.

For the first reference to a case cite as:

Commission v Belgium, C-577/10, EU:C:2012:814

For a subsequent reference to a case and to a particular passage in the judgment cite as follows:

Commission v Belgium, EU:C:2012:814, paragraph 20

Opinions of the Court of Justice should be cited as:

Opinion 1/91 (EEA Agreement), EU:C:1991:490
For references to the opinion of an Advocate General and to a particular passage in the opinion cite as follows:

Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in Duarte Hueros, C-32/12, EU:C:2013:128, point 3.

B. Judgments of the European Court of Human Rights

Decisions of the European Court of Human Rights are cited as follows: Names of the parties in italics, Application number in brackets, report (without the date of the decision unless the decision is unreported).

Demir and Baykara v Turkey (Application no. 34503/97) (2009) 48 E.H.R.R. 54

C. English Cases

References to English cases should be to the Law Reports; failing this to the WLR, the All ER or one of the specialist reports. The neutral citation should be given, without any full points and before the report reference, for all cases to which the practice has been extended since 2001; references to paragraphs should be in square brackets.


VI. EUROPEAN UNION TREATIES

Cite as follows:

Treaty on European Union (TEU)
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (Charter)

Provisions of the treaties should be cited as:

Article 114 TFEU or Article 5(3) TEU

References to provisions of the treaties adopted prior to the Lisbon Treaty should be cited as:

Article 95 EC or Article 100a EEC

VII. LEGISLATION

A. EU Legislation

Before the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty:


After the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty:
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